Setra AIIR Watch

Quickstart Guide

The Setra AIIR Watch comes assembled and ready to use after removal of the packaging and screwing in the UV bulbs. The AIIR Watch unit
weighs 55 pounds and it is recommended that 2 people are used to remove the unit from the box. Follow this Quick Start Guide to prepare
AIIR Watch unit for use.
1. Open the box top and remove black foam insert on top of unit.
2. Grasp the unit while still in the polybag by the top, lift unit straight up and set the unit onto the floor. When placing the unit onto the floor,
be aware that the unit has 4 wheels at its base with 2 locking casters. Remember to bend with knees, not back.

3. Unfasten the top of the polybag and pull downward off of the unit. Lift the unit out of the polybag and set it on the floor.
4. Remove the black shipping foam from the two side inlet grills.
5. Top of the unit needs to be removed to dispose of the inner packaging. Unscrew and remove the four white thumbscrews from the outer
panel. Remove the top panel section by lifting it straight up off of the unit.
6. Remove the four white shipping blocks by sliding them towards the middle of the unit and lifting them up
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7. Unclasp and remove the filter box lid, shown below.

8. Remove the HEPA filter for ease of access to the UV bulbs. Remove UV bulbs from their boxes, handling only by the white packaging
to protect bulb life.

9. Insert and screw the first bulb into one of the provided sockets inside the filter box. Repeat with the second bulb in the other socket.
Verify tightness by grasping the ceramic base of the bulb to tighten. Be cautious not to over-tighten bulbs.
10. Remove the white foam insert from both bulbs by sliding upward.
11. Replace the HEPA filter as shown below with BLUE side facing the front of the unit.

12. Replace and secure the filter box lid. Replace the top of the unit and secure with the four thumbscrews. The AIIR Watch unit is now
ready for to be plugged in and turned on for normal operation. Refer to the Operating Manual for details on negative pressure room set
up with the AIIR Watch and for detailed safety information.
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